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Quality management in IFM:  SNOIE (Standardised 
External Independent Monitoring System)



Presentation outline

Justification and presentation of the SNOIE

The SNOIE and quality management in IFM 

Contributing to enhanced government: transparency 
and accountability; stakeholder participation

Lessons learned, challenges, prospects

Expansion of IFM in the Congo Basin: 
opportunities and challenges
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… Depuis 2002
• Afrique centrale : Cameroun, RCA, République du Congo, RDC
• Afrique de l’ouest : Côte d’Ivoire

Une société plus juste, sans marginalisation ni discrimination, mettant 
ses ressources naturelles au service du développement durable

Nos axes d’intervention
• Gouvernance des ressources naturelles
• Biodiversité et environnement
• Entrepreneuriat rural 

An international non profit environmental group
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Our areas of focus:
Governance of natural resources
Biodiversity and environment
Rural entrepreneurship



Justification and presentation of the SNOIE

Why the SNOIE?

Each organisation has different IFM
methodologies

Many responsibilities borne by a single
organisation;

The technical and ethical quality of
denunciation reports questioned by the
administration;
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The SNOIE seeks to resolve the issues of credibility, effectiveness and efficiency in IM in Cameroon

The process for drafting IM reports is very
long and costly.

Responses from the administration once the
denunciation report has been submitted is
relatively long and no follow-up information is
provided

Lack of information from independent
sources in the public domain about law
enforcement in the forest sector in Cameroon



Justification and presentation of the SNOIE
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What is the SNOIE?

It’s a set of monitoring processes for the
exploitation of natural resources based on
an international standard (ISO 9001:2015)
which specifies requirements for quality
management including observation,
verification, communication and lobbying

It consists in documenting and denouncing
violations linked to the exploitation of
natural resources (forests, mining,
environment etc.), monitoring and
disseminating the decisions of competent
administrations 5



The SNOIE and quality management 
based on standard ISO 9001
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External Independent 
Monitoring Technical and 
Ethical Review Committee

Internal audit

External audit
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Quality planning (mapping and
drafting of process sheets,
associated tools and work
instructions),

Quality assurance and continued improvement (based on the 
results of the audits and listening to stakeholders, etc.; 

Development of the SNOIE based on the ISO 9001 process approach and 
opportunity for specialisation of CSOs; efficiency

Quality control (through audits
and management reviews),



• Communities
• Citizens
• Private sector
• Any other 

stakeholder
SNOIE

Type 1 CSO

Observe, check 
and draft the 
external IFM 

report

• Competent 
administrations

• Other stakeholders
• Public

Coordination 
Coordinate; examine; 
check; approve; and 

communicate; 
organise the audits

Type 2 CSO
Monitoring 

allegations, planning 
and lobbying

Presumption of 

illegality (primary 

information)

Copy of EIM 

reports

Lobbying plan

EIM report 

verifie
d and 

approved + 

other 

publications

EIM
 re

po
rt

Data sheet completed and approved

Lobbying 

Includes the Real-Time Monitoring System (Forest Link) Cameroon

SNOIE, works with a network of CSOs
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Today, the SNOIE is recognised as being the very first
certified ISO 9001 system

Development and certification stages of 
the SNOIE ( ISO 9001)
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Stakeholder consultation
Identification and description of

processes
Training of internal auditors
Carrying out of internal audits
Carrying out of external audits
Carrying out of pre-certification audit
Certification of the SNOIE
……. Beyond that, annual oversight

audits are organised…
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SNOIE’ synergy with other tools
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§ OTP
Encoding of observations from
the SNOIE

Contribution to the
development and progressive
improvement of the OTP’s
features

Access to certain information for
the preparation of IFM missions
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§ FLEGT
Watch

§ SNOIE missions triggered by FLEGT
Watch events (Visio Téra) showing
probable deforestation



A few things the SNOIE brings to forest 
governance 
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Transparency and accountability
Between 2015 and December 2020, out of the 89
IM reports from the SNOIE sent to MINFOF, 66 of
them (74%) were checked and verified by MINFOF.
Following these checks and verifications, the events
denounced as part of the SNOIE were deemed
pertinent.
Between 2019 and 2020, out of 25 reports sent to
operators and law enforcement agencies, 19 of
them (76%) generated a response from those
operators

Stakeholder participation
Involvement of communities including 126 leaders
and community monitors which included 28 women
and 5 members from indigenous populations,
involvement of 6 CSOs established in the area of
intervention.

Strengthening of the role and importance of stakeholders,
considered as ‘second-tier players’ in transparency and law
enforcement in the forest sector and natural resources sector
more generally

§ Sanctions to fraudulent operators denounced: timber
seized, fine, suspension of permits for some companies

§ Legal action begun against guilty logging companies not
authorised in the communal forests

§ Sanctions against uncivil MINFOF agents complicit in illegal
activities

§ Measures taken by international law enforcement agencies
when reports from SNOIE are made; notifications sent to
SNOIE coordination team
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Capitalisation of the SNOIE experience at a 
geographic and thematic level
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Replication of the SNOIE and implementation
of the QMS in other countries in the Congo
Basin

Adaptations and running of the SNOIE in other
areas and sectors at the national level

Beyond sites in the forest: monitoring
timber supply chain
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Gender mainstreaming in IFM



Lessons learned
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The impartiality, reliability and credibility of
information generated by the SNOIE makes it
easier to collaborate with different
stakeholders and contributes to strengthening
accountability in the forest sector
The quality encouraged by the SNOIE

contributes to strengthening transparency and
accountability in the forest sector
Quality isn’t just important for tools; quality

influences behaviours
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Challenges and prospects
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Challenges
Difficult access to information
Generalisation of corruption in the forest

sector
Sustained funding for IFM and the SNOIE

Prospects
Maintaining quality in IFM
Development and testing the Standardised
External Independent Monitoring System in
other sectors
Expansion of the geographic and thematic
scope
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Expansion of IFM in the Congo Basin: 
opportunities and challenges
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Opportunities
• To cover structural causes of corruption and

illegalities in the forest sector,
• Monitoring the timber supply chain
• Extend to human rights in the forest sector

(the rights of communities and workers)
• Extend to the mining and land sectors, and

climate change
• Legality of agro-industries and their

products
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Challenges

• Access to information
• Generalisation of corruption in

the sector
• Use of the judiciary
• Access to long-term funding for

IM



forest4dev@gmail.com
www.forest4dev.org 

Thank you for your 
attention

Contacts
Tel : 00 237 22 00 52 48
BP. : 11417 Yaoundé –
Cameroun
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